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1. Introduction 

This paper considers four of the options available in nuclear programmes namely: 
the once-through cycle; reprocessing with uranium recycle and plutonium storage; 
reprocessing with both uranium and plutonium recycle and the use of fast breeder 
reactors. A complete discussion would also give attention to reprocessing of 
thermal reactor fuel with uranium recycle and plutonium fed to fast reactors but 
such a discussion would lead to a consideration of the symbiosis of fast and thermal 
reactors which is core appropriate to Group 5 and therefore, for simplicity, is 
omitted from this paper. Also omitted is any mention of thorium cycles which is 
a remit of Working Group 8. 

The options chosen for discussion can be represented by four separate areas on a 
phase diagram showing the relationship between relative generating costs and uranium 
price. In addition, It is acknowledged that some nations consider that reprocessing 
is essential on environmental grounds and should not, therefore, be looked at 
from a narrow economic point of view. Also, HWR technology must not be overlooked. 
These opportunities can be expressed by simple algebra to determine the phase 
diagrams. Although the additional costs of handling plutonium have been included 
in the algebraic expressions, no intrinsic value or cost has been assigned to 
plutonium although it is recognised that the accumulation of enough plutonium to 
launch a fast breeder could itself be an economic charge on that option. A discussion 
on plutonium value is included after equation (14). 

2. Algebraic Definition 

The algebra set out below may be performed in any of three main sets of units viz: 

1. $/kW total present worth at the assumed lifetime, discount factor and 
load factor; 

2. $/y per kW installed capacity, related to $/kW present worth by the 
annuity factor A derived from the assumed lifetime and discount rate (say, 
for illustration, 30 years and 107. per annum respectively when A * 0.10608) 
or 

3. mills/kWh related to $/y by the assumed load factor (say 70% ie 6132 full 
power hours per year) and 1000 mills * $1. 

The units $/kW total present worth will be used below as it represents the lifetime 
expenditure of each component. It will, where appropriate, eg for the uranium 
component, include the separate parts relating to the initial fuel loading, the 
replacement fuel and the last charge of fuel and the relevant lead and lag times -
see Annexes 1, 2 and 3 for further details. 

Using the financial rules outlined above define the annual cost of electricity 
produced in an LWR in the orce-through mode to be: 

(0) - C + U + E + F + S + M (1) 
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where {0} • total specific present worth cost of electricity produced at a fixed 
load factor 

C • component due to capital cost of reactor including interest 
during construction, owners' costs, levy for decommissioning at 
end of life etc. 

U - uranium cost component of fuel cycle embracing initial, final 
and replacement quantities 

E * component of fuel cycle cost covering enrichment of the uranium 

F • fabrication cost component of fuel cycle for uranium oxide fuel 

S • storage charge and final disposal of irradiated fuel component 
of fuel cycle 

M * operation and maintenance cost. 

Using the same financial ground rules, the cost of electricity produced in an 9 
LWR with reprocessing, recycling uranium and sending plutonium to storage for 
future use is 

(R) » C + U(l-x) + E(l-x*) + F + R + W + M + H (2) 

where x and x' represent the fractional savings in uranium and separative work due 
to recycling uranium 

R = reprocessing and interim waste storage component of the fuel cycle 

W = waste treatment and storage component of the fuel cycle 

H * plutonium storage component of the fuel cycle (note: if plutonium is 
separated but not used for environmental or proliferation reasons 
its treatment and disposal would be included in W). 

Using the same financial ground rules the cost of electricity generated in an LWR 
recycling both uranium and plutonium is 

(T) - C + U(l-y) + E(l-y') + f P + (l-f)F + R (1+r) + W + M (3) 

where y and y' represent the fractional savings in uranium and separative work due 
to recycling both uranium and plutoniura 

P • fabrication cost component of fuel cycle for MOX fuel 

f • the fraction of fuel to which P applies after making due allowances for 
the initial uranium charge. 

r • fractional change in reprocessing cost due to reprocessing MOX fuel and 
to any slight change in Pu recycle reactor fuel logistics. 

Finally using the same financial ground rules, define the cost of electricity 
produced by an F3R to be 

(B) • C' + ?c + Prb + R" + W* + M' (4) 
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where C' * the capital cost of the breeder reactor, IDC etc. 

?c * core fuel fabrication component of fuel cycle 

?rD • radial breeder fuel component of fuel cycle 

R' = average (core and blankets) fuel reprocessing and interim waste 
storage component o* fuel cycle 

W = waste treatment and storage component of fuel cycle 

M' s operation and maintenance component of fuel cycle 

The fast reactor premium is now defined as the difference in the cost of electricity 
produced from the breeder and the cost of electricity produced from the once-through 
LWR where U is calculated at some arbitary choice for the value of uranium -
say $25/lb U308. If this premium is called Q 

then Q - [C* + Pc + Prb + R' + W* + M'] - [C + U25 + E + F + S + M] (5) 

Using the above definitions it can be seen that the boundary between the once-through 
and U recycle cases occurs at the uranium value where {R) • {0} ie 

U(l-x) + E(l-x' ) + R + W + H * U + E + S 

R + W + H - S— Ex' 
ie UOR • • (Note UOR " uranium component at the particular 

X U3 08 value) (6) 

Similarly the boundary between the U recycle and U and Pu recycle cases occurs at 
the uranium value where (R) • (X) ie 

U(l-x) + E(l-x') + F + R + H » U(l-y) + E(l-y') + fP + (l-f)F + R(l+r) 

ie u R T.
£ ( P- g ) + g R- H- E (y'- x , ) (7) 

IVi. y_x 

and the boundary between the once-through and U and Pu recycle cases occurs at the 
uranium value where {T} • {0} ie 

U(l-y) + E(l-y') + f P + (l-f)F + R(l+r) + W - U + E + F + S 

i e . U0T - «P-F) + «!•»> + W - 8 - y'» ( 3 ) 

Similarly, it can be concluded that the boundary between the breeder and once-through 
phase occurs along the line 

QBO " U - U25 (9) 

and the boundary between the breeder and reprocessing mode occurs along the line 

QSR * U(l-x) - U25 - Ex' + R + W + H - S 

ie QBR - U - U25 - x (U-U 0R) (10) 

and, finally, the boundary between the breeder and thermal recycle phase occurs 
along the line 
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QBT * U(l-y) - U25 - y*E + f(P-F) + R(l+r) + W - S 

ie QBT - U-U25 - y (U-UOT) (11) 

It is known from simple algebra that providing x and (y-x) are both positive the 
quantity UOT must, in numerical value, lie between the two quantities UOR and URX 
whatever the relative value of those two numbers are because from equations 6, 7 
and 8 the following algebraic relationship applies 

yUOT * XUOR + (y-x) URT (12) 

Two possible cases are now distinguished. 

Case 1 

URT < U0R 

ie f(P-F) + Rr - H - E(v'-x') .R + W + H - S - E x ' ( u ) 

y-x x 

Alternatively Case 2, where this inequality is reversed. 

Case 2 

UOR < URT 

R + W + H - S.- Ex' „ f(P-F) + Rr - H - E(y'-x') .... re < * ..... I14J x y-x 

Case 1 corresponds to the circumstances that probably apply in most countries. 
Roughly speaking it corresponds to the assumption that the costs of reprocessing 
and waste management/disposal are more important factors than the subsequent cost 
of fabricating plutonium bearing fuel. 

Case 2 corresponds to the opposite assumption and under current economic conditions 
and using the expected range of fuel cycle component costs it is unlikely that 
Case 2 will occur in practice. However, under certain circumstances it is 
conceivable that reprocessing with uranium-only recycle could be economic. Such 
circumstances would entail high transport, storage and disposal costs for irradiate 
fuel in the once-through mode, low plutonium storage costs in the uranium-only 
recycle mode and high fabrication costs for MOX fuel assemblies (for instance for 
the mixed island concept) in the plutonium recycle mode. A reduction in the 
interest/discount rate would favour this situation also. 

Four illustrative phase diagrams are shown in Figures 1A, IB, 2A and 2B. In all 
these diagrams the various lines are labelled according to the notation of the 
equations just given. 

In Case 1 diagram 1A is divided into three principal regions, labelled as 0, T 
and B. The area 0 is the once-through phase provided that is acceptable. If, 
however, that is not acceptable, then instead the phase diagram of figure 13 is 
obtained where the construction lines are exactly as in the previous figure, but 
where part of the area 0 has been replaced by the phase R, part has become an 
extension of phase B, and part becomes an extension of phase T. 
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Turning now to the less likely Case 2 the phase diagram is divided into four areas 
labelled 0, R, T and B. The area O corresponds to the once-through phase provided 
that is acceptable, but if it is not acceptable it disappears and gets replaced 
partly by phase R and partly by phase B as shown in figure 2B. 

It is stressed that within any particular country the uncertainties in the 
economic data and the variations in reactor parameters would change the sharp lines 
into broad band-widths but, for simplicity of presentation, only the lines are shown 
in these diagram. Furthermore, it should be stressed that technical judgements 
vary substantially from one country to another and the economic ground rules vary 
sufficiently from one country to another so that, quite properly, different 
countries will show the boundaries between the various thermal reactor phases at 
quite different positions. 

Turning now to the case of the HWRs it is found that the same equations can be 
applied although the relationship of the quantity U to uranium ore price is now, 
in detail, different, the capital cost of the reactor is, of course, different and 
(assuming the HWR does not use enriched fuel) the quantities E, x, x' and y' are 
all zero. In this case, therefore, the reprocessing mode would never appear as 
the best option, ie Fig 1A would apply. Also it is important to note Ghat the thermal 
recycle mode of HWRs is not, at the present point in time, a proven technology, 
but it can be anticipated that it could be available on an industrial scale on 
a timescale of one or two decades. Two other technologies might also be available 
on an industrial scale on a similar timescale. They involve 

a. an improved performance from LVRs using the once-through cycle, 

b. an improved performance by LURs using the thermal recycle 

and the effects of each of these improved technologies could be estimated and displayed 
on the phase diagrams as projected modes of operation. 

So far in all the above equations and phase diagrams derived for Cases 1 and 2 no 
value has been included for plutonium. This is compatible with the analysis of a 
nation's or group of nations' nuclear programme treated as an independent system 
because plutonium is created and used (or not used as the case might be) within the 
system. Providing all costs associated with processing, storage and recycling the 
plutonium are accounted for, there is no merit in ascribing a value to the plutonium 
to be debited or credited to the different reactor types in the system. Such debits 
and credits would be internal transfer payments which cancel out when considering 
total system expenditure. 

However, nations which are contemplating a thermal reactor only strategy may wish 
to introduce the concept of plutonium value to assess whether reprocessing is 
worthwhile to allow trading in plutonium. Similarly a nation considering the 
rapid introduction of fast reactors may wish to consider the value of plutonium 
in fast reactor inventories in order to assess the possibility of buying-in plutonium. 

Some of the equations will then need modification. Equation (1) defining the 
once-through mode remains unaltered as plutonium remains in the unprocessed 
irradiated fuel and has no value. 

In the thermal recycling both-uranium-and-plutonium mode defined by equation (3) 
the decision to utilise the plutonium has already been made and no value need be 
ascribed as such a mode is already a closed system ie equation (3) remains 
unaltered. In the reprocessing mode with uranium-only recycle defined by equation 
(2) plutonuim is stored and could be available for later use or disposal in the 
world market and a credit might arise at sometime in the future. In the meantime 
a value of zero can be assumed. 
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Finally, for the breeder an initial plutonium inventory (in-pile and out-of-pile) 
must be provided to launch the reactor and an allowance could be included in the 
fast reactor premium to represent any cost involved. 

The quantification of such an allowance is complex. For instance an amount of 
plutonium roughly equal to the initial inventory required for launching the reactor 
is needed throughout the operational lifetime of the reactor and becomes available 
at the end of life. During this time plutonium values could depend on several 
factors such as uranium price, the cost of reprocessing and the relative capital 
cost of fast and thermal reactors. In addition, if the fast reactor has a net excess 
plutonium production after allowing for all processes in recycling, credits could 
accrue during the reactor lifetime. 

In theory it should be possible to derive expressions for the appropriate value of 
plutonium in an idealised free market, but in practise such values must be treated 
with great caution. Their inclusion in the equation for the fast reactor generating 
cost does not represent a significant factor and does not really affect the phase 
diagram. Hence, for simplicity, reference to plutonium costs and credits can be 
ignored. 

3. The Fast Reactor Premium and Future Uranium Price ™ 

Nations hold different views on the cost of fast breeder reactors and their 
associated fuel cycle services and the tiiaescale by which they might be available. 
Similarly there are different views on the future availability and price of uranium 
and how these might depend upon the reactor strategy adopted in the world at large. 

These views can be superimposed on the phase diagram and three illustrative 
trajectories marked X, Y and Z are shown on the figures. In these trajectories 
time increases along the line and in general uranium prices move upwards and the fast 
reactor premium moves downwards as the benefits of R&D, replication and economies 
of scale take effect. 

The line marked X illustrates the view of a country which expects neither a rapid 
reduction in fast reactor generating costs nor a rapid increase in the price of 
uranium, so that the once-through cycle or thermal recycle using figures 1A or IB 
will be the cheapest option for many years ahead. 

The line marked Y illustrates the view of a country which expects somewhat lower ^ 
fast reactor generating costs, but a substantial increase in the price of uranium, % 
such that uranium cr uranium and plutonium recycle become the most attractive 
option. 

The line marked Z illustrates the view of a country which had developed fast reactor 
technology early and expects fast reactor generating costs to decrease rapidly with 
time accompanied by an increase in the price of uranium (particularly in a world 
with few or no fast reactors) so that the fast reactor fuel cycle will become the 
most economic choice at an early date. 

4. Shortcomings in this Form of Presentation 

The simple presentation adopted for the phase diagram cannot capture all the 
important factors. In particular, the following points should be noted:-

1. Any two-dimensional representation of a complex problem must be a 
simplification. 

2. The use of " U3 03 price" is a simplification. The availability of 

uranium and the conditions attached to its supply need also to be considered. 



3. To use the phase diagram to represent a national strategy it is 
necessary to: 

a. make a judgement about the variation and interdependence of 
the two main parameters, "U3 0 8 price" and "fast reactor premium" 
with time in the future; 

b. to note the particular circumstances and experience of an 
individual country which together determine its position on the phase 
diagram and its perception of how circumstances will change it. 

4. Fuel cycle technologies need Long lead times for their introduction 
and estimating this lead time is another difficult but important judgement 
which needs to be made. 

5. Macro-economic factors are not represented because they are not easily 
quantified. 

6. The presentation assumes that as the uranium price drifts upwards, 
other unit costs remain unchanged. Recent history suggests that an increase 
in energy costs causes a substantial upward drift in the unit cost of plant 
and services. 

7. The presentation assumes that fuel cycles are essentially at equilibrium 
conditions and does not include any account of the transition situations that 
may occur prior to the achievement of the equilibrium state. Since achieving 
equilibrium conditions may take several decades these transients could play 
an important role in a more detailed economic evaluation of a nation's nuclear 
strategy but are not covered in this analysis. Such a more detailed evaluation 
might, for example, indicate merit for a transient stage where thermal 
reprocessing, thermal recycle and fast reactors co-exist for a time in a 
nation's nuclear programme. It must be stressed, however, that the QBO> QBR> 
etc, are based on 30 year lifetime present worth generating costs and transient 
effects due to, say, programme size and replication could be taken into account 
in arriving at the phase diagram. Similarly a nation's views on the variation 
of fast breeder reactor premium and uranium prices as indicated by trajectories 
such as X, Y and Z will take account of possible future nuclear capacity mixes 
and programme sizes together with its views on the future availability of 
uranium supplies. 

.8 April 1979 



Annex 1 

Detailed Explanation of Terms used in Section 2 (Algebraic Definition) 

$/kW present worth represents the sum of money per MJ of capacity installed, which, 
if set aside at the reference date, taken as the date of first production of com
mercial power, would pay for the whole costs of the item in question over the 
commercial life of the power station at the specified load factor when calculated 
using a specified interest/discount rate. 

For the purpose of this exercise the commercial life is taken as 30 years, the 
load factor 70% (6132 hours per year) and the interest/discount rate 10% pa in real 
terms. 

$/year represents the levelised annual cost (or annuitised cost) of the item in 
question per klJ installed. In this exercise the annuity factor is 10.608%. 

Mills per kWh represents the allocation of levelised annual cost to each kilowatt 
hour of electricity produced in a year. ^ ^ 

Annex 2 gives the relationship between $/kW pw, $/y per installed kW and mills/kWh. 

Item C represents the total accumulated construction cost of the power station at 
the reference date of first commercial power production. It comprises the station 
cost, interest on progress payments and owner's costs and the present worthed value 
of annual payments to be made during operation to a sinking fund set up to pay for 
station decommissioning at the end of the useful life. In the case of HWR the 
D20 inventory is also included. 

Items U, E, F, P, S, R and W represent the various components of the fuel cycle 
cost where appropriate. They include the components of the initial core fuel plus 
interest from the date of purchase to the date of first commercial operation of 
the reactor, ie the reference date, the components of the accumulated discounted 
costs of replacement fuel (feed and discharge) allowing for interest on buffer 
stocks of fresh fuel and discounting spent fuel costs and credits for radioactive 
decay cooling and the cost components of the final charge of fuel at reactor shut-down, 
discounted to the reference date after allowing a period for discharge and decay 
cooling. Transport costs are included as necessary. ^ ^ 

In the case of items U and E, the uranium and enrichment components, further 
allowances can be made for the interest on a U3 Oe stockpile, the cost of 
conversion of the U3 Og to pure natural hexafluoride, losses, interest on tha 
natural UFg buffer stock together with an appropriate share of extra costs 
related to the enriched hexafluoride, ie losses, withdrawal charges, transport 
and insurance costs, interest on buffer stocks and interest on material during 
fabrication of the fuel. The calculation of credit for recovered uranyl nitrate 
could include losses, the cost of blending or reconversion to hexafluoride for 
re-enrichment and allowances for delayed credits due to reprocessing hold-up. 

The item W represents the cost of vitrification of the highly active waste together 
with the cost of transport and geological disposal. Suitable delay periods have 
been allowed for in the costs. 

Item M in $/kW pw represents the total present worth of the annual costs of opera
ting the reactor (excluding fuel) and includes the following items: 
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Wages and salaries, holiday pay, etc. 

Operational and maintenance materials, eg ion exchange resins, lube oils, etc. 

Supply services such as water, compressed gases, etc. 

Office services, telephones, stationery, official cars, etc. 

Insurance premiums, local and state taxes. 

Central Office overheads. 

Miscellaneous operating expenses. 

Item H represents the component of the fuel cycle cost of a U-recycle LWR attribut
able to the conversion of plutonium nitrate to a form suitable for storage (eg 
Pu02) and the storage costs of that material both during the reactor lifetime 
and for an additional notional period after the reactor ceases operations. Other 
considerations would apply if it were decided that the plutonium had to be disposed. 

The items F, P, Pc and Prb include all costs of manufacturing reactor fuel, from 
uranium hexafluoride in the case of thermal reactor fuels or from uranium and 
plutonium nitrates in the case of MOX fuels. They include the costs of fuel cans 
and components and in the case of fast reactor core fuel include the cost of 
fabricating the axial breeder fuel although the fabrication cost is quoted per 
unit of core fuel heavy atoms. 

Interest on material in process is allowed in such a manner that the addition of 
fuel fabrication cost to the cost of fissile material yields the total cost of 
fuel leaving the fabrication plant en route to the reactor. 

Annex 3 gives detailed equations for each component of U, E, F etc outlined above. 
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Annex 2 

CONVERSION FACTORS FOR DIFFERENT GENERATING COST REPRESENTATIONS 

COST COMPONENT 

S/kUe present worth 

S/y per installed kWe 
at capacity factor Fe 

raills/kWeh 

$/kWe PRESENT WORTH 

1 

1 - (1 + I)~L 

I 

8.76 . ,. » " «J + «""• 

S/y PER INSTALLED kWe 
AT CAPACITY FACTOR Fe 

I 
1 - (1 + 1)-^ 

1 

8.76 . Fe 

MILLS/kWeh 

1 I 
8.76 . Fe i _ (i + i)-L 

1 
8.76 . Fe 

1 

• • 



Annex 3 

FORl-gjLAE FOR CALCULATING THE DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 
OF THE ELECTRICITY GENERATING COST 

The following formulae are derived on the basis of a $/kWe total present worth 
representation using Fe as the average capacity factor. The resulting formulae 
can be transformed to the other units applying the multiplication factors shown 
in Annex 2. 

Using the notation and symbols outlined in Section 2 the annual cost of electricity 
produced in an LWR is 

(0) - C + U + E + F + S + M for the once-through mode 

{RJ « C + U(l-x) + E ( l - x ' ) + F + R + W + M + H for the reprocessing mode 
with uranium recycle only 

{T} « C + U(l-y) + E(l-y') + f.P + (l-f)F + R(l+r) + W + M 
for the uranium plus plutonium 
recycle mode 

The components making up C, U, E, F, etc are defined by:-

a. C; 

C » K,. + KD . (1+I)"
L 

b. U: 
%tu eo"at 

2.6(1+1) 
- first core: — J J — ° — * • . KU3O8 

n . Ht 

e -et 365.Fe l-(l+irL 

- equ. reload: 2.6(1+1)'* ̂  . ^ f . K^OS . ^ f 

2 . 6 ( 1 + 1 ) ^ 1 ^ 
* - last core: e " " ^ (i+i)"1- " « t - tR # 

(neg. cost) ' ' n t 

* recoverable, eg in case of re-insertion into another reactor of 
identical design. 

c E: 
~ C:+I)

tE . NSWU(I0) 
- first core: -<! — ~ . KSWU 

- equ. reload: (1+I)tE . NSWU<e) . n ,'J* . Kswu • ^ ^ 
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* . u . t core:
 U+I)' ' J™^ . (1+I)"

L " «*t " <R . K S W U 

(neg. cost) ^ * fc 

* recoverable, eg in case of insertion into another reactor of identical 
lisign. 

d. Ft 

( H I ) t F 

-first core: v ' . Kp %\ • Ht 

t 365 . Fe 1-fl+i)"1, 
-equ. reload: (1+1)** . # p

6 . KF . -
1 " U + I J 

.La8t core:
 (1+:)tF • 1 (1+I)-L " fcSt . KF 

(neg cost) 1 * ttt 

(Equivalent relationships hold for the Pu SGR case with F replaced by 
F and the first core contribution set zero) 

e. R: 

-first core: 0 

-equ. reload: (l+i^t-tR # 3 6 5 ^ ̂  ^ ^ . ^ ^ f L 
n . B * 

(i+D" L • fcst " «* 
-last core: - . KR 
(pos. cost) ' ' fc 

f. W: 

-first core: 

.equ. reload: (l+ir'St - * - tw . * £ L i i . Kw . Ilii±l>± 

M+ Tr
L " tSt " tR " tw 

•last core: *aS« 5 . Kw (pos. cost) ^ ' c 
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-first core: 0 

~,u. relMd= (l+I)-« (. . ™ 2 + sJl+I)-») i £ i . 1=USU± 

_ U s t c o r e : <!«)•* ' t S t (, . fcUSC + ( l + I ) -» ) 

n. at \ i • / 

h. H: 

-first core: 0 

-equ. reload: (l+I)"tSt ' tR . epu (cpu+spu .
 1~(1^I) + 

j . » * . . - » - M 3 6 5 > F e 1 - ( l + I ) " 1 , 

( i + n " L " t S t " t R / i -a+n" h ~ -last core: *A I"—-—s . epu (CPu + spu . ^ / ^ + spu(l+I) H • "t » I 
-h 

1 . M: _ L 
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Meaning of Symbols 

C : Kc = specific capital cost of plant including interest during construction, 
owners' cost etc. [$/kWe] 

KD S specific decommissioning cost [$/kWe] 

I a interest rate [a**] 

L - plant lifetime [a] 

U : 2.6 - lb U308/kg U 

e„ • average first core (11^35.) enrichment [7,] 

e » feed enrichment [7.) 

et • tails enrichment ["/•] 

e^ * average enrichment of last core at end of life [7.] 

e n * natural uranium enrichment [%] • 0.71% 

1 • net thermal efficiency 

Ht s specific power [kWth/kg HM] (HM • heavy metal) 

B * average specific equilibrium discharge burnup [MWd/t HM] 

t\j • time between natural uranium purchase and fuel assembly insertion 
into reactor [a] 

KU3O8 " uranium ore concentrate price [§/lb 11303] 

Fe " average capacity factor 

E : N$wu(e) " number of separative work units required to obtain one kg of uranium' 
of enrichment e 

t£ • time between enrichment service purchase and fuel assembly insertion 
into reactor [a] 

KSWU * c o s t °f separative work [$/kg SWU] 

F : tp • time between fuel fabrication payment and fuel assembly insertion 
into reactor [a] 

KF " specific fuel fabrication cost [$/kg HM] 

q * ratio of last core to first core fuel fabrication cost value 
(recoverable eg in case of reinsertion into another reactor of identical 
design): 0 *S q < 0.33 

Kp - specific MOX fuel fabrication cost [$/kg HM] 
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R : tst a fuel storage time in spent fuel pool [a] 

t& s time between discharge of fuel from spent fuel pool and end of 
reprocessing [a] 

KR • specific reprocessing cost [$/kg HMJ 

U : t\] = time between end of reprocessing and effective payment of waste 
management and disposal [a] 

% • specific waste management and disposal cost [$/kg HM] 

S : s » specific intermediate spent fuel storage cost [$/kg HM y] 

*» » specific final spent fuel disposal cost [$/kg HM] 

n * intermediate storage time [a] 

H : epu • relative fissile plutonium content in spent fuel [kg Pufiss/kg HM] 

Ĉ u • specific plutonium conversion cost [$/kg P u " s s ] 

sPu " specific intermediate Pu storage cost [$/kg Pu^iss y] 

s-& • specific final plutonium disposal cost [$/kg Pu^iss] 

h • intermediate plutonium storage time [a] 

M : mf * fixed maintenance and operating cost [$/kWe y] 

my • variable maintenance and operating cost [$/kWe y] 

Other Symbols 

f • fraction of plutonium bearing (MOX) fuel. (0.20 < f K 0.40) * 

r * fractional change in reprocessing cost due to reprocessing MOX fuel 
(r £0) 

x * fractional saving in uranium requirements for the uranium-recycle-
only mode (x * 0.2 - 0.25) 

x* * fractional saving in separative work requirements for the uranium-
recycle-only mode (x' * 0.02 - 0.06) 

y • fractional saving in uranium requirements due to uranium plus 
plutonium recycle (y * 0.3 - 0.4) 

y' • fractional saving in separative work requirements due to uranium plus 
plutoniura recycle (y' * 0.25 - 0,35). 

* The fraction f takes into account the fact that the initial fuel charge is 
enriched uranium oxide only. 
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